The sCEA molecule suppressive role in NK and TH1 cell functions in colorectal cancer.
The soluble form of carcinoembryonic antigen (sCEA), an oncofetal glycoprotein, is frequently produced by human epithelial-tumor cells, particularly of colorectal origin, and evaluated as a prognostic index of tumor progression and patient survival. sCEA molecules are often present at high concentrations in the peripheral blood of colorectal cancer patients, but the function and significance of this are not well understood. Reported data have demonstrated that sCEA can interfere in NK-cell/tumor-cell interaction by drastically reducing the lysis of tumor cells in a dose-dependent manner and can also suppress T and B cell functions. The aim of our study was to evaluate this situation in colorectal cancer by determining peripheral blood immunological parameters in a group of patients and healthy subjects. We evaluated the interleukin (IL)-2, interferon (IFN) gamma, IL-4, sIL-2R and IL-10 levels in the serum and the release of IFN gamma, IL-4 and IL-10 from peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC); the PBMC expression of CD3, CD16 and CD19 phenotypic antigens; the PBMC proliferative responses to IL-2, IL-2 + anti-CD3 monoclonal antibody (mCD3) and mCD3. The statistical evaluation of our overall results strongly indicates that the high level of the sCEA molecules in the patient's serum might act as a suppressive factor for NK and TH1 immunocompetent cells. This may be the cause of sCEA involvement in tumor progression, and indicates the possibility of an improvement in cancer treatment through its manipulation.